
Position Your Business for Success
Look beyond traditional telephony solutions to put 
your business in a position for long-term success.  
Leverage Nitel’s powerful VoIP platform for 
seamless nationwide voice services backed by the 
reliability and security of the Nitel network.

Simplify Voice Communications
As an enterprise with locations dispersed across the 
country, managing a patchwork of vendors gets 
more complex with every site you add.  

With Nitel in your corner, you receive a reliable 
voice platform that offers service and feature 
continuity across all your business locations.

From any location, you can make and receive 
domestic calls, send and receive fax transmissions 
and even manage alarm and elevator lines – all 
through a single provider.

Unmatched Scalability
A decision to move from traditional voice service to 
a VoIP platform makes expanding your voice 
services – and your company – a breeze.  Gone are 
the days of sourcing local phone service providers 
and integrating them with existing systems.  With 
Nitel, you maintain a single provider and a single 
voice platform for all your locations anywhere in the 
United States.

Enabling the Mobile Work Force
As your business grows and evolves, your work force 
inevitably becomes more mobile.  Nitel’s VoIP 
platform enables mobility without the inconvenience 

of changing phone numbers with every move.  Phone 
numbers are easily moved from one location to 
another, making for seamless, easy transitions.

Let Nitel Design the Right 
Solution for You
Choose Nitel as your nationwide communications 
partner.  Our dedicated team will leverage Nitel’s 
highly interconnected “network of networks” and the 
industry’s most robust database of network location, 
bandwidth and availability information to deliver 
the right combination of network technologies at 
every one of your business locaitons.

Help us understand your full security, reliability and 
performance requirements and we will draw from 
our deep portfolio of technology services to deliver 
a complete solution to your communications needs.

Calling Plans
Nitel offers call plans to fit the needs of your 
business.  Choose an ideal plan for every one of 
your business locaitons based on call patterns and 
volumes.

Basic: Unlimited inbound calls and metered 
outbound calls.

Standard: Unlimited inbound calls, unlimited 
outbound calls within your local calling area and 
metered long distance.

Unlimited: Unlimited inbound calls and unlimited 
local and long distance outbound calls in the United 
States and Canada.
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Faxing Made Easy
Make sure fax transmissions can be sent and received 
reliably with flexible faxing options from Nitel.    With 
eFax, analog service, or fax over IP that utilizes an 
ATA for signal conversion, you are sure to receive the 
right fit for your business. 

Virtual Numbers
Advertise a local phone number in any market across 
the country with virtual numbers from Nitel.  Virtual 
numbers are a cost-effective way to assign a 
telephone number from virtually anywhere to a 
location in another calling area.
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Unbeatable Customer Experience
Headquartered in Chicago, Nitel has built a 
reputation for serving our clients with customized 
solutions since its founding.  Through expert network 
and solution design, pain-free implementation and 
post-installation tools and resources, Nitel delivers a 
unique and different approach to the customer 
experience.  We aim to meet your business, time and 
budgetary requirements while delivering the most 
positive client experience.

Maintain 
Administrative Control
Through Nitel’s 
administrative portal, you 
maintain total control over 
your voice service.  The 
easy-to-use system allows 
you to manage call 
routing and permissions, 
update caller ID and call 
waiting settings as well as 
administering e911 
settings – all on the fly.
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